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1 Abstract
This deliverable describes a market environment for the modelling of market access of
Demand Response (DR) sites in blocks of buildings. After having developed different
representations of flexibilities at building and district level in other tasks, this report focuses
on the boundary conditions that a certain site (block of buildings) with DR will face，
concerning the participation in an electricity market. A market data description as a
database for market modelling is given for five different markets in the six Sim4Blocks
countries. A market check tool that allows to verify if a flexibility cluster is fulfilling certain
market access conditions is presented. Furthermore, an exemplary market simulation using
a macro-flexbox model, representing flexibility in a simplified form at district level, is
carried out using historical day-ahead market data.

2 Introduction
2.1 Task description

Task leader: EIFER
Contributing partners: HES-SO, RESTORE, WATTGO, E-ENERGY, ENERGEA
This task is dedicated to the research and representation of the boundary conditions existing
in the pilot site environment. It involves the inclusion of regulatory and markets conditions
for the pilot sites in Spain, Germany，Switzerland and the transfer countries， France
(Wattgo), UK (EDF Energy) and Belgium (Restore) into further modelling studies.
The outcome of this task is defined as an environment capable of testing the market and
policy conditions that will enable the fruitful implementation of energy management
concepts and technologies. Therefore, a set of tools and data collections that form a market
modelling environment to perform studies on current and upcoming regulatory and policy
conditions is proposed in this report. The aim is not to represent a full market access study
case for all countries and on all possible markets (as this would largely go beyond the scope
of this task, since Sim4Blocks considers 6 countries each having at least 5 different markets
on which flexibility could be valorized) but to provide the necessary information, data and
conceptual tools to allow these kind of studies.
Whereas the boundary conditions onto a real cluster manager will be most probably diverted
from an overlying aggregator, this task addresses the basis for theoretical market revenues
based on the different historical prices available, in order to assess a general value of
flexibility on a market for one particular case coupled to a flexibility model.
Furthermore, disaggregation and sharing of benefits between the different actors are the
purposes of the business model design research, which is not yet considered at this level due
to its inherent complexity.

2.2 Task positioning within the project

This environment intends to use a description of flexibilities common to the consortium,
based on baseline, traces and flexibilities. Furthermore, the environment should serve as a
connection to the different flexibility and building demand models (WP2 and WP3)
developped within Sim4Blocks with relevant market data and restrictions.
The environment should serve as base for Task 7.4 which deals with Demand Response
integration to markets and Task 7.5 with future markets and policies. This report was
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designed coherently and aligned with D7.2 following the same structure by countries and
identified markets. A more general market revenue study is addressed in T7.2 making use of
the data collection presented in this environment.

2.3 Market and policy testing environment

Since the Task 3.5 is closely related to, and has certain design commonalities with other
tasks such as T2.5, T7.2 or T7.5, the design of the environment has been coordinated with
the requirements of these activities.
The proposed environment consists of two parts:
1.
2.

Market data collection: collection of relevant sources and description of them
concerning market data (historical price curves, market conditions, etc.)
Toolbox to test market conditions: market check & market simulation prototype
for one case of flexibility integration (to serve as example for further simulations
to be realised in WP3/WP7)

The main purpose of this work is to provide a framework so that different simulation cases
can be studied within. As there exists a variety of modelling approaches in Sim4Blocks, such
as detailed physical building models (white-box), simplified RC-building models / flexibility
representation models (grey-box) and data-based models (black-box) models, the purpose
of the environment is to provide a common framework and data settlement, to allow
simulation tests for market access on the different pilot and demo sites. The environment
shall describe the boundary conditions that markets include to the local energy systems
management. For example, offering flexibility on an hourly or 15min based market with a
day-ahead prognosis implies a different approach on optimisation than a short-term
balancing request, which cannot be planned beforehand in the same way.
As an example, a flexibility representation model (Flexbox at district level, see D.2.5) has
been used to show a use case of market data in conjunction with DR flexibility modelling.

Figure 1: Market environment with different tools that allow to check market accessibility of DR flexibility
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3 Electricity Market Data Collection
Electricity is traded both on exchanges, for example the European Energy Exchange (EEX),
as well as bilaterally / over-the-counter (OTC). A distinction can be made between shortterm trading (intra-day, day-ahead, after-day) and long-term trading (futures, forwards,
derivatives). The short-term trade is mainly characterized by the fact that electricity is not
a storable "good", but production and consumption must take place at the same time.
Deliverable 7.2 details the existing market conditions in the six Sim4Blocks countries with
respect to what kind of electricity markets exist (day-ahead markets and shorter).
Long-term energy exchange is mainly done OTC or bilaterally and as energy only (no capacity
trading), whereas this is also called baseload trading. Long-term energy is traded as futures
and forward markets and mainly serves for hedging long-term risks. These markets cover the
largest amounts of baseload power to secure the base availability of energy. The term
forward/future market is principally used in the context of electricity markets to denote
markets that take place before the day-ahead market, reaching from several days to years
before physical delivery.
Energy exchanges are marketplaces in which different financial instruments and products
are traded. Ensuring a fair and ordered trading, exchanges aim to efficiently communicating
the price information giving the traders a higher level of security. Further benefits of
exchanges are the offer of standardised products, higher liquidity and participation than in
other markets and their facilitating function by offering easy access to the products and a
common clearing mechanism. Commodities traded within electricity markets mainly consist
of two types: power (often now referred to as capacity) and energy.
The Day-Ahead-Market (DAM) is a trading platform that schedules bids and offers taking
into account, the interconnected flows between the countries, across the different regions
in Europe. The centralized price-coupling algorithm used (EUPHEMIA, 2016) implicitly
allocates cross-border capacities and clears the prices for all the participants of the multiregional coupled markets (19 European countries, except Switzerland though which has a
separate auction at 11h). The EPEX Spot DAM is based on a double-sided procurement auction
(pay-as-clear). Power plant operators typically use this market for short-term decisions of
the power plant planning a day before its actual use.
In order to account for forecast errors (the DAM and forward markets are based on load
predictions and forecast of renewable production which are uncertain), Intra-Day-Markets
(IDM) allow for an adjustment to these changes. IDM closes a few hours before delivery
and enables the participants to adjust their balance in the short term, for example if a
unplanned power plant maintenance after the DAM closure arises. Continuous IDM allows
trading until short time before delivery (e.g. 5min before delivery in Germany). IDM are
normally continuous trading exchanges, whereas also auction based intraday schemes exist
(e.g. German 15min IDM auction).
After gate closure, which means that both DAM and IDM no longer accept bids and offers for
the upcoming trading period, the balancing mechanism allows TSOs to activate power
capacities to do real time balancing of the system to ensure that demand is equal to supply
in real and close to real time (ENSTO_E, 2017). The balancing reserves are reaching from
several minutes (R3 / mFRR and R2 / aFRR) to real-time frequency regulation (R1 / FCR).
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Figure 2: The EPEX Spot Wholesale Energy Trading Process (Source: EPEX Spot (EEX group, 2018))

The regulation of the EU Commission 2015/1222 of 24 July 2015 established a guideline on
capacity allocation and congestion management (“Capacity Allocation and Congestion
Management” Regulation, or CACM Regulation), which came into force on 14.08.2015 and
defines the procedures for the designation of stock market operators participating in DAM
or IDM couplings. These operators or NEMO („Nominated Electricity Market Operator”,
designated operators of the electricity market) (ACER, 2018) are designated in each member
state by the competent regulatory authorities (RTE France, 2016).
As Sim4Blocks is focusing on providing short term flexibilities in this context, we focus on
short term trading, which concern day-ahead and all products and services closer to physical
delivery.
In order to facilitate the modelling of different markets in the environment, a collection of
freely available electricity market data is provided in this section. We briefly describe the
available data and their quality, in order to provide a common foundation for further market
studies within the Sim4Blocks project.
The collection of data is grouped by the six Sim4Block countries (pilot site and transfer
countries), focusing on the following categories of data (this structure has been aligned with
the market access conditions addressed in D7.2):
•
•
•
•
•

General balancing market data
Balancing market data per reserve (FCR, aFRR, mFRR)
Day-Ahead Market (DAM) data
Intraday Market (IDM) data
Other national specific markets (Imbalance Markets, RR, etc.)
4
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In most of the cases, balancing market data is provided at national level by the responsible
TSO(s) of that country.
The situation is different for DAM and IDM, as there are different market operators (NEMOS),
englobing groups of countries. The most important NEMOs concerning the Sim4Blocks
countries are:
-

EPEX Spot: Germany, Austria, France, Switzerland. In association with Belpex and
APX also Belgium and UK
OMIE: Spot Market operator of the Iberian Peninsula: Spain and Portugal
NordPool: Spot Market operator for UK, Germany, France, Belgium, Scandinavian
countries and others

Usually there are also national sources (TSO, Regulator, etc.) providing this data (which are
cited in the tables in the next sections).

3.1 Belgium

The Belgian TSO Elia provides data about Load, Interconnection, Generation and Balancing
on its website as download. Mainly, data on activated energy volumes and prices are can be
downloaded for the different reserve types, in an old format (2006-2011) and new data after
2013. Currently FRR (aFRR and mFRR) data are listed but it is not possible to download them.
In addition, data about imbalance prices, which are charged to the Balancing Responsible
Party (BRP) when the agreed balance is not respected, is provided. The site provides a simple
but clearly structured interface.
The spot market operator Belpex (APX Group international) was integrated into EPEX Spot.
However, the portal of EPEX Spot Belgium still requires a separate login to access the data,
which is separated from the main EPEX Spot portal (concerning DE, FR and CH).
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Figure 3: Data download page from ELIA where balancing market data can be selected and downloaded

Energy Market Data for Belgium
General sources
TSO

ELIA

Market
(DAM)

operator

Market
(IDM)

operator

Belpex (APX Group) integrated in EPEXSpot now
NordPool
Belpex
NordPool

Market operator
(Futures)

ICE, EEX

Regulating entites

Vlaamse regulator van de elektriciteits- en gasmarkt (VREG): regulates and
monitors the Flemish electricity and gas markets
The Wallonia Energy Commission (CWaPE): Wallonian regional regulator
Brussels Gas and Electricity (BRUGEL): Brussels-Capital regional regulator
Federal regulator: the Commission for Electricity and Gas Regulation (CREG)

General
Balancing
Description

Available regulation capacity at D-1

Data fields

Available volume per product, Bidding prices per product, Bidding prices per
volume level

Resolution

15 min
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Timeframe

D-1 (24h)

Format

XLS, CSV

Source

http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/balancing/available-regulation-capacity#part1

Comment

B2B XML Service Access available

FCR
(Primary)
Description

Frequency / R1 Data

Data fields

Frequency [Hz] The frequency in the Elia-zone (snapshot), R1 obligation [MW] The
total requested R1 volume. Note that the contracted volume can be different for each
procurement period and each tariff period., Requested volume [MW] The theoretical
requested volume for the frequency.

Resolution

10 seconds

Timeframe

2007-2018

Format

XLS

Source

http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/data-download
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/balancing/r2/balancingVolumesReservation/show
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/balancing/r2/balancingVolumesReservationPrice/show

Comment

Procured volumes & prices can be found on ENSTO-E Transparency for weekly
contracts

aFRR
(Secondary)
Description

Available balancing

Data fields

Energy prices per product [€/MWh], Energy volumes per product [MW], Energy
prices per volume level [€/MWh], Downward / Upward Regulation R2 Volumes
and Prices, Activated Energy Volumes R2 [MW]

Resolution

15 min

Timeframe

2013-2018

Format

CSV, XLS

Source

http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/data-download

Comment

mFRR (Tertiary)
Description

Available balancing

Data fields

Energy prices per product [€/MWh], Energy volumes per product [MW], Energy
prices per volume level [€/MWh], Upward Regulation R3 Flex/Std Volumes and
Prices

Resolution

15 min
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Timeframe

2013-2018

Format

CSV, XLS

Source

http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/data-download

Comment

DAM
Description

Day Ahead Market hourly prices

Data fields

Price, Volume

Resolution

1 hour

Timeframe

Current day

Format

Website Table

Source

https://www.belpex.be/market-results/the-market-today/dashboard/
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/transmission-domain/r2/dayAheadPrices/show

Comment

No download function, values for current day shown
Separated registration on Belpex needed
Aggregated curves for purchase and sale orders available at
https://www.belpex.be/market-results/the-market-today/aggregated-curves/
The ENTSO-E Transparency link allows to download the prices which are not
or only restrictedly available on the Belpex site.

Intraday
Description

EPEX SPOT BELGIUM Continuous Intraday Market

Data fields

Price, Volume

Resolution

day

Timeframe

current week

Format

website

Source

https://www.belpex.be/market-results/the-market-today/dashboard/

Comment

Separated registration on Belpex needed, only average daily prices / total
volumes

Other Data
Sources
Elia

&
Imbalance prices
http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/data-download
http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/balancing/imbalance-prices
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3.2 France

The French TSO RTE provides different websites with market data. A site with generation,
demand and DAM prices with visualization features is available under the section “Visualisez
les données publiées par RTE”. In the market section, data from EPEX Spot is visualized and
can be downloaded after creating an account, but only for the current day. For the full
datasets please refer to EPEX Spot directly. Furthermore, a tool to compare different
historical spot market prices for one day and download them is available at:
http://www.rte-france.com/fr/eco2mix/donnees-de-marche
The data shown at this site is taken from the ENTSO-e transparency platform.
Balancing data is available at yet another site, which is listed in the table below and offers
some visualization features.

Figure 4: Example of volumes of balancing energy by balancing reserve / mechanism for one historic time
interval. (Source RTE)

Energy Market Data for France
General sources
TSO

Réseau de Transport d'Electricité, S.A. (RTE)

Market
(DAM)

operator

Market
(IDM)

operator

EPEX Spot
NordPool
EPEX Spot
NordPool

Market operator
(Futures)

EEX

Regulating entity

Commission de Régulation de l’Énergie (CRE)
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General
Balancing
Description

Balancing mecanisme activation per reason

Data fields

Energy volume activated upwards for power system balance, Energy volume
activated downwards for power system balance, Energy volume activated
upwards for congestion Energy volume activated downwards for congestion,
Energy volume activated upwards for the reconstitution of system services,
Energy volume activated downwards for the reconstitution of system services,
Energy volume activated upwards for the reconstitution of margins, Energy
volume activated downwards for the reconstitution of margins [MWh]

Resolution

30 minutes

Timeframe

2003-2018

Format

XLS

Source

https://clients.rtefrance.com/lang/an/visiteurs/vie/mecanisme/volumes_prix/type_offre.jsp

Comment

FCR (Primary)
Description

Reserve primaire FCR

Data fields

Reserve volume (MW), Reserve price (€/MW/30min), Direction (up/down)

Resolution

30 minutes

Timeframe

2014-2018

Format

XLS

Source

https://clients.rte-france.com/lang/fr/visiteurs/vie/reserve_ajustement.jsp

Comment

aFRR
(Secondary)
Description

Reserve secondaire aFRR

Data fields

Reserve volume (MW), Reserve price (€/MW/30min), Direction (up/down)

Resolution

30 minutes

Timeframe

2014-2018

Format

XLS

Source

https://clients.rte-france.com/lang/fr/visiteurs/vie/reserve_ajustement.jsp

Comment

mFRR (Tertiary)
Description

Reserve rapide mFRR
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Data fields

Reserve volume (MW), Reserve price (€/MW/30min), Direction (up/down)

Resolution

30 minutes

Timeframe

2014-2018

Format

XLS

Source

https://clients.rte-france.com/lang/fr/visiteurs/vie/reserve_ajustement.jsp

Comment

DAM
Description

EPEX Spot Prices

Data fields

Prices (€/MWh), Volumes (MWh)

Resolution

1 hour

Timeframe

Current day (www.services-rte.com) / Historical for one day (www.rtefrance.com)

Format

CSV

Source

https://www.services-rte.com/fr/visualisez-les-donnees-publiees-parrte/bourse-de-lelectricite-epex-spot.html
http://www.rte-france.com/fr/eco2mix/donnees-de-marche

Comment

Full auction data is available on EPEX Spot

Intraday
Description

Intraday continuous FR Zone

Data fields

Index(€/MWh) Base (Low(€/MWh) High(€/MWh) Last(€/MWh) Weight.
Avg.(€/MWh)), Peak (ID₃-Price(€/MWh) Buy Vol(MW) Sell Vol(MW))

Resolution

30 minutes

Timeframe

2008-2018

Format

Only web, not downloadable without EPEX subscription

Source

https://www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/intradaycontinuous

Comment

3.3 Germany

German TSOs 50Hertz, Amprion, Tennet and TransnetBW provide the page
“regelleistung.net” which is dedicated to the balancing markets in Germany. It provides data
and descriptions on this market segment with possibility to download tender data. It also
provides information about the different tendering processes.
The federal government has also recently launched “SMARD” which is a portal dedicated to
data about the German energy market. This site also provides data for countries like CH and
FR, amongst others on DAM prices.
Furthermore, other data relevant sites like https://www.energy-charts.de (developed by
Fraunhofer ISE) provide useful information about generation and demand, as well as
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exchange prices (DAM, ID continuous, average, max, min). It plots the data graphically but
does not allow downloading. Forming part of the EPEX-Spot countries, German data on DAM
and IDM auctions can be found on this site mainly. Recently as of 2017, Nordpool is offering
IDM products on the German Market and intends to provide DAM auctions, too.
The confirmed split of the German-Austrian joint price zone from 01.10.2018 on, will have
as consequence that after this date no joint day-ahead auction will take place for the DE/AT
zone, and Austrian market exchange will take place at EEXA.

Figure 5: German day-ahead and intraday prices (averages, min and max) plotted versus the electricity
production shown from the Energy-Charts.de web. (Fraunhofer ISE, 2018)

Energy Market Data for Germany
General sources
There are 4 TSOs in Germany. the pilot site Wüstenrot is in TransnetBW
control zone

TSO
Market
(DAM)

operator

Market
(IDM)

operator

EPEX Spot
NordPool
EPEX Spot
NordPool

Market operator
(Futures)

EEX

Regulating entity

Bundesnetzagentur (BNetzA)

General
Balancing
Description

Activated secondary control reserve, Activated minute reserve and the Control
area balance

Data fields

Minute Reserve NEG / POS [MW], SCR [MW]
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Resolution

15 minutes

Timeframe

2012-2018

Format

CSV

Source

https://www.regelleistung.net/

FCR (Primary)
Description

Balancing - Primary control reserve

Data fields

Volume of procured balancing services[MW] Prices of procured balancing
reserves[Euro/MW]

Resolution

15 min

Timeframe

2015-2018

Format

PDF, CSV, XLS, XML

Source

https://www.smard.de/blueprint/servlet/page/bnetzaen/downloadcenter/download_market_data/

aFRR
(Secondary)
Description

Balancing - Secondary control reserve

Data fields

Volume of activated balancing services (+)[MWh] Volume of activated balancing
services (-)[MWh] Price of activated balancing services (+)[Euro/MWh] Price of
activated balancing services (-)[Euro/MWh] Volume of procured balancing
services (+)[MW] Volume of procured balancing services (-)[MW] Price of
procured balancing services (+)[Euro/MW] Price of procured balancing services
(-)[Euro/MW]

Resolution

15 min

Timeframe

2015-2018

Format

PDF, CSV, XLS, XML

Source

https://www.smard.de/blueprint/servlet/page/bnetzaen/downloadcenter/download_market_data/

mFRR (Tertiary)
Description

Balancing - Tertiary control reserve

Data fields
Resolution

15 min

Timeframe

2015-2018

Format

PDF, CSV, XLS, XML

Source

https://www.smard.de/blueprint/servlet/page/bnetzaen/downloadcenter/download_market_data/
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DAM
Description

Market – Day-ahead prices

Data fields

Germany/Austria/Luxembourg Day Ahead Market Price [Euro/MWh]

Resolution

1 hour

Timeframe

2015-2018

Format

PDF, CSV, XLS, XML

Source

https://www.smard.de/blueprint/servlet/page/bnetzaen/downloadcenter/download_market_data/

Comment

Split of the data by the 4 German control areas available

Intraday
Description

Intraday continuous DE/AT Zone

Data fields

Index(€/MWh) Base (Low(€/MWh) High(€/MWh) Last(€/MWh) Weight.
Avg.(€/MWh)), Peak (ID₃-Price(€/MWh) Buy Vol(MW) Sell Vol(MW))

Resolution

30 min

Timeframe

2008-2018

Format

only web, not downloadable, only with subscription

Source

https://www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/intradaycontinuous

Other Data
Sources
Energy Charts

&
Charting of historical energy and market data for Germany
https://www.energy-charts.de

EEXA

Historical spot prices of Energy Exchange Austria (EEXA) which formed a
common market zone with Germany until October 2018
https://www.exaa.at/de/marktdaten/historische-daten

3.4 Spain

The Spanish TSO REE provides a portal called ESIOS as information system about the
operation of the Spanish electricity system. The page provides many useful graphics and is
structured into three main categories:
•
•
•

Generation and consumption
Markets and prices
Demand management

The section “Markets and prices” contains most of relevant data concerning balancing
markets.
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Figure 6: Scheduling the production in the Spanish market on 06.02.18 at 19h. The energy provided for this hour
is presented as share of different markets where it was traded. (Source: REE – ESIOS Website)

OMIE – The Spanish division of the Iberian Energy Market Operator (Operador del Mercado
Ibérico de Energia, S.A.) is the managing entity for the spot electricity market with daily
transactions and intraday adjustments (intraday markets), wherein electricity sale
(production) and purchase programmes are established for the day following that of the
trade.
OMIE manages the spot market on the Iberian Peninsula for Spain and Portugal. The report
site provides data on DAM and ID prices at hourly resolution, which can only be downloaded
day by day. An aggregated view per month and year is given, showing daily average, max
and
min
prices.
An
API
is
newly
provided
by
ESIOS
REE
at
https://www.esios.ree.es/es/pagina/api allowing
larger data access. The API is
documented in https://api.esios.ree.es/ and provides access in JSON format. OMIP operates
an exchange for forwards and derivatives for the Iberian Peninsula.
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Energy Market Data for Spain
General sources
TSO

REE (Red Eléctrica de España)

Market
(DAM)

operator

OMIE (Operador del Mercado Ibérico Eléctrico), Spot operator for Portugal and
Spain

Market
(IDM)

operator

OMIE

Market operator
(Forward)

OMIP, EEX

Regulating entity

Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism

General
Balancing
Comment

See ENTSO-E Data

FCR (Primary)
Comment

See ENTSO-E Data

aFRR
(Secondary)
Description

Supply curves - Secondary Reserve

Data fields

Secondary reserve up bids [MW], [EUR/MW], Secondary reserve down bids
[MW], [EUR/MW], Secondary reserve up allocation [MW], [EUR/MW],
Secondary reserve down allocation [MW], [EUR/MW]

Resolution

1h, all bids and allocations per hour

Timeframe

2014-2018

Format

CSV, JSON, XLS

Source

https://www.esios.ree.es/en/supply-curves

Comment

Disaggregated data by bids

mFRR (Tertiary)
Description

Supply curves - Tertiary Reserve

Data fields

Tertiary reserve up bids [MW], [EUR/MW], Tertiary reserve down bids [MW],
[EUR/MW]

Resolution

1h, all bids and allocations per hour

Timeframe

2014-2018

Format

CSV, JSON, XLS

Source

https://www.esios.ree.es/en/supply-curves

Comment

Disaggregated data by bids
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DAM
Description

Daily market hourly price

Data fields

Marginal price Spanish system [EUR/MWh], Marginal price Portuguese system
[EUR/MWh], Total Energy traded Daily Market [MWh], Iberian Market Energy
including bilaterals [MWh]

Resolution

1 hour

Timeframe

N/A

Format

CSV, PDF

Source

http://www.omie.es/reports/index.php?report_id=111

Comment

Download only possible for one day

Intraday
Description

Intradaily market price

Data fields

Marginal price Spanish system [EUR/MWh], Marginal price Portuguese system
[EUR/MWh], Matching result of total energy acquired Iberian Market [MWh]

Resolution

1 hour

Timeframe

N/A

Format

CSV, PDF

Source

http://www.omie.es/reports/index.php?report_id=121

Comment

Download only possible for one day

Other Data
Sources
ESIOS

&
Imbalances management, Explicitly auctions of capacity, Cross border
balancing services, Upwards reserve power
https://www.esios.ree.es/en/supply-curves

REE

Aggregated market statistics at monthly level
http://www.ree.es/en/statistical-data-of-spanish-electrical-system/statisticalseries/national-statistical-series

API ESIOS

https://www.esios.ree.es/es/pagina/api

3.5 Switzerland

DAM and IDM are traded at EPEX Spot which is the designated exchange and therefore is the
main source for the data.
A detailed description of the electricity market in Switzerland can be found in (Abrell, 2017).
The DAM takes place as a uniform auction with hourly contracts and is cleared the day before
physical delivery, whereas the IDM is a continuous auction based on quarter-hourly products.
The reserve market also referred to as imbalance market is managed by the TSO Swissgrid
and published at their website. Swissgrid provides some aggregated information about
17
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balancing markets. Detailed information can be found under the section ancillary services
for the three reserve mechanism.

Figure 7: Example of Day Ahead Auction Prices for one day (08.03.18) for Switzerland and corresponding traded
energy volumes per hour, with on- and off-peak prices marked. Source EPEX Spot.

Energy Market Data for Switzerland
General sources
TSO

Swissgrid

Market
(DAM)

operator

EPEX Spot

Market
(IDM)

operator

EPEX Spot

Market operator
(Futures)

EEX

Regulating entity

ElCom

General
Balancing
Description

Regelenergie und Verbrauchte Energie

Data fields

Verbrauchte Energie, Positive Regelenergie, Negative Regelenergie,
Leistungsspitzen Sekundärregelung, Leistungsspitzen Tertiärregelung [MW]

Resolution

1 month

Timeframe

2011-2018

Format

CSV, XML
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Source

https://www.swissgrid.ch/swissgrid/de/home/reliability/griddata/data_downloads.html

Comment

No prices only volumes

FCR (Primary)
Description

Primary control auction

Data fields

Product, Description, Offered Volume [MW], Awarded Volume [MW], Unit Price
(Power) [CHF/MW], Price [CHF]

Resolution

Weekly, per type of auction (Primary control in this case) and per successful bid

Timeframe

2009-2018

Format

CSV

Source

https://www.swissgrid.ch/swissgrid/en/home/experts/topics/ancillary_services/tenders.html

Comment

The results of the invitations to tender before 2015 can be obtained at sdlausschreibung@swissgrid.ch
See also ENTSO-E Data

aFRR
(Secondary)
Description

Secondary control auction

Data fields

Product, Description, Offered Volume [MW], Awarded Volume [MW], Unit Price
(Power) [CHF/MW], Price [CHF]

Resolution

Weekly, per type of auction (Secondary control in this case) and per successful
bid

Timeframe

2009-2018

Format

CSV

Source

https://www.swissgrid.ch/swissgrid/en/home/experts/topics/ancillary_services/tenders.html

Comment

The results of the invitations to tender before 2015 can be obtained at sdlausschreibung@swissgrid.ch
See also ENTSO-E Data

mFRR (Tertiary)
Description

Tertiary Power

Data fields

Product, Description, Offered Volume [MW], Awarded Volume [MW], Unit Price
(Power) [CHF/MW], Price [CHF]

Resolution

Weekly, per type of auction (Tertiary Power DOWN, Tertiary Power DOWN per
4h block: 00-04h, 04-8h, 08-12h, 12-16h, 16-20h, 20-24h, Tertiary Power UP,
Tertiary Power UP per 4h block: 00-04h, 04-8h, 08-12h, 12-16h, 16-20h, 2024h)

Timeframe

2009-2018

Format

CSV
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Source

https://www.swissgrid.ch/swissgrid/en/home/experts/topics/ancillary_services/tenders.html

Comment

The results of the invitations to tender before 2015 can be obtained at sdlausschreibung@swissgrid.ch
See also ENTSO-E Data

DAM
Description

Day-ahead auction CH

Data fields

Price [€/MWh], Volume [MWh]

Resolution

1 hour

Timeframe

2013-2018

Format

Only web table, for FTP access to download data subscription is needed

Source

www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/dayaheadauction/

Comment

Intraday
Description

Intraday continuous CH Zone

Data fields

Index(€/MWh) Base (Low(€/MWh) High(€/MWh) Last(€/MWh) Weight.
Avg.(€/MWh)), Peak (ID₃-Price(€/MWh) Buy Vol(MW) Sell Vol(MW))

Resolution

1 hour

Timeframe

2014-2018

Format

only web, not downloadable, FTP access only with subscription

Source

https://www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/intradaycontinuous/intraday-table//CH

Comment

3.6 United Kingdom

The UK transmission grid operator is National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET). As the
Balancing Market structure in the UK differs from the common ENTSO-E structure (FCR, aFRR,
mFRR) a one-to-one matching between the different existing balancing mechanisms (STOR,
Fast Reserve, Firm Frequency Reserve, BSAD etc.) in the UK cannot be done without a more
in depth comparison of the different products and markets.
NGET has overall responsibility as ‘residual balancer’ of the electricity system, and takes
actions to ensure that electricity supply and demand match on a secondly basis (OFGEM,
2018).
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Figure 8: Volume of energy trading on exchanges in the UK (Source OFGEM from NPS, APX, ICE), including also
long term tradings.

The wholesale power volumes traded in the UK on exchanges, including future products,
day-ahead and intraday can be seen in Figure 6. Nordpool and EPEX/EEX (former APX) are
major market clearers for energy traded over exchanges. In the following data table, these
two market operators for DAM/IDM are thus represented.
Energy Market Data for the United Kingdom
General sources
TSO
Market
(DAM)

NGET (National Grid Electricity Transmission)
operator

APX Group integrated in EPEXSpot now
NordPool
SONI Ltd (Northern Ireland)

Market
(IDM)

operator

EPEX Spot
NordPool
SONI Ltd (Northern Ireland)

Market operator
(Futures)

Most of the exchanges are traded bilaterally / OTC

Regulating entity

OFGEM (Office of Gas and Electricity Markets)

ICE / Endex (Intercontinental Exchange)

General
Balancing
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Description

System balancing reports

Data fields

Daily Balancing Costs (BSUoS)

Resolution

1 Month

Timeframe

2014-2018

Format

XLS, PDF

Source

https://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/electricity/market-operations-anddata/system-balancing-reports

Comment

Monthly reports available, further data to download on Excel basis available

FCR (Primary)
Description

Primary response - Response provided within 10 seconds of an event, which
can be sustained for a further 20 seconds.

Data fields

Dynamic Amount required (MW), Static Amount required (MW)

Resolution

30 min (settlement periods)

Timeframe

2015-2018

Format

PDF

Source

https://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/electricity/balancing-services/frequencyresponse-services/firm-frequency-response?marketinformation=&page=1&order=field_publication_date&sort=asc

Comment

Monthly PDF Market Report including a table for all settlement periods of one
day (average volumes for the month)

aFRR
(Secondary)
Description

Firm frequency response (FFR) - Secondary response - Response provided
within 30 seconds of an event, which can be sustained for a further 30 minutes.

Data fields

Dynamic Amount required (MW), Static Amount required (MW)

Resolution

30 min (settlement periods)

Timeframe

2015-2018

Format

PDF

Source

https://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/electricity/balancing-services/frequencyresponse-services/firm-frequency-response?marketinformation=&page=1&order=field_publication_date&sort=asc

Comment

Monthly PDF Market Report including a table for all settlement periods of one
day (average volumes for the month)

mFRR (Tertiary)
Description

High frequency response - Response provided within 10 seconds of an event,
which can be sustained indefinitely.

Data fields

Dynamic Amount required (MW), Static Amount required (MW)
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Resolution

30 min (settlement periods)

Timeframe

2015-2018

Format

PDF

Source

https://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/electricity/balancing-services/frequencyresponse-services/firm-frequency-response?marketinformation=&page=1&order=field_publication_date&sort=asc

Comment

Monthly PDF Market Report including a table for all settlement periods of one
day (average volumes for the month)

DAM

N2EX (Nordpool)
EPEX Spot UK (former APX)

Description

N2EX: N2EX Day Ahead Auction Prices
EPEX: Daily UKPX Auction Results

Data fields

N2EX: day-ahead price, daily min, max, average (EUR/MWh).
EPEX: Volumes, Base (23:00 to 23:00), Peak (07:00 to 19:00), Off Peak (19:00
to 23:00 & 23:00 to 07:00) day-ahead and intraday data (£/MWh)

Resolution

N2EX: 1 hour
EPEX: 1 hour (EPEX Spot Power UK Auction), 30 min (EPEX SPOT UK HalfHour Day-Ahead Auction)

Timeframe

N2EX: 2016-2018
EPEX: current day

Format

N2EX: XLS
EPEX: table on website with current day data, XLS download only for monthly
report

Source

N2EX: https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/historical-market-data/
EPEX: https://www.apxgroup.com/market-results/apx-power-uk/dashboard/

Comment

Two relevant market operators: N2EX (Nordpool) and EPEX Spot
Hourly, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly day-ahead data (EUR/MWh)
aggregation is available in xls format for N2EX

Intraday
Description

EPEX: Continuous Markets: Intraday & Strips
N2EX: Nord Pool Intraday Market data

Data fields

N2EX: High, Low, Last, Avg [€], Volume [MW] per day

Resolution

N2EX: 1 day, per product

Timeframe

N2EX: 2015-2018

Format

EPEX: SFTP download
N2EX: web table, XLS download

Source

EPEX: https://www.apxgroup.com/trading-clearing/apx-power-uk/
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N2EX:
https://www.nordpoolgroup.com/Market-data1/Intraday/Marketdata1/Market-data1/Overview/?dd=UK&view=table
Comment

Other Data
Sources

EPEX SPOT market data is available via a dedicated sftp server. A subscription
is necessary: https://www.apxgroup.com/market-results/apx-power-uk/ukpxauction-historical-data/

&

Elexon BMRS

Elexon BMRS (Balancing Mechanism Reporting Service)
•
•

API available, but need to be registered
User guide for API:

https://www.elexon.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/bmrs_api_data_push_user_guide_v1.1.pdf
The output format is XML/CSV.
Wholesale electricity market operation.
BSDA Data

Balancing services adjustment data (BSAD) Data
https://extranet.nationalgrid.com/BSAD/
30 min (settlement periods), 2011-2018, XLS Format

System balancing
reports

https://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/electricity/market-operations-anddata/system-balancing-reports

Vault Data

Vault from Bloomberg (commercial database)

3.7 Other non-country-specific data sources
3.7.1 ENTSO-E

ENTSO-E, the association regrouping the European Electricity TSOs, offers a data portal
where DAM prices from all the six Sim4Blocks countries can be found. A login is required to
export data, which is however free of charge and allow access to more datasets than the
unregistered version.
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Figure 9: Ex. of ENTSO-e data portal for DAM prices for several countries with export option. Source ENTSO-e

On balancing markets, ENTSO-E offers a common data collection for most of ENTSO-e
countries on Accepted Offers and Activated Balancing Reserves, separately for each type of
balancing reserve (FCR, aFRR, mFRR and Replacement Reserve RR), including:
•
•
•

Prices of Activated Balancing Energy
Volumes of Activated Balancing Energy
Accepted aggregated offers (volumes)

Format: XML, XLSX, CSV
Other
Data &
Source
s
ENTSO
-e

Day Ahead Price Data
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/transmission-domain/r2/dayAheadPrices/show
Balancing Energy Data
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/balancing/r2/activationAndActivatedBalancingReserves/s
how
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3.7.2 EPEX Spot

The power exchange EPEX SPOT was created in 2008 as a merger of Spot Market Operators
Powernext and EEX. The core business of EPEX SPOT consists in operating a power exchange
for the German, French, British, Dutch, Belgian, Austrian, Swiss and Luxembourgian spot
markets. In 2015 EPEX SPOT integrated APX Group which operated short term markets in
Belgium, the Netherlands and the UK.
EPEX Spot operates on different products such as:
•
•
•

DAM Auction Data (DE/AT, FR and CH)
German, Austrian and Swiss Intraday Auctions (15min contracts for DE)
Continuous Intraday Market (DE, AT, CH and FR)

Partly the data is freely accessible on the website (no direct download possibility) or through
subscription via FTP / API.

Figure 10: Ex. of Intraday Continuous Auction for France on EPEX Spot website

3.8 Conclusions about market data availability

When inspecting the available data situation, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• While markets get closer to the time of physical delivery,
o traded volumes get smaller,
o prices fluctuate more, and
o more complex products and stricter regulations emerge.
• Moreover, there is more differentiation in (national) products. Reserve market
products are generally more complex and strictly regulated (e.g. prequalification
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•
•
•
•

•
•

requirements, etc.). Due to this, there is generally less (public) data available /
accessible.
There is only limited data about primary reserves (FCR).
DAM and IDM data is available mainly on the market operator platforms (EPEX Spot,
OMIE, NordPool).
Data is often available for current days, but historical data requires registration or
subscriptions.
Balancing reserve data is more difficult to get and as the products vary largely it can
be in different formats and structures (by product, aggregated (average prices for a
certain time period, min and max values for that period, etc.) or disaggregated (even
up to individual bids of an auction), etc.).
Uniformly formatted data is only available at ENTSO-e.
Some data sources are highly detailed (individual bids data) but not available
throughout the countries (only monthly reports and average monthly prices).

As in most of the balancing markets (FRR), the pricing mechanism is based on a pay-as-bid
logic (the bidden price is payed, so every bidder will pay a different price), market data for
these markets is more complex to handle as there is not one cleared price (this would be
the case in a pay-as-clear pricing model, where all the participants pay the finally cleared
price). This is the reason why in balancing market data individual bids and their prices are
provided, or, in absence of that, average prices for a block.

4 Verifying boundary conditions for DR sites: The Market
Check Tool
In this chapter, we present a tool to check the boundary conditions existing in the pilot site
environment in Spain, Germany and Switzerland and the transfer projects from France, UK
and Belgium. The boundary conditions shall allow cluster managers or other stakeholders at
block of building level to test if a certain level of flexibility is qualified to access the markets
of the six target countries. The checked markets include primary, secondary and tertiary
reserve power markets, IDM and DAM.
This preliminary module checks if a site is suitable to join a certain market by comparing its
flexibility potentials with the existing market conditions. The user can input the preliminary
flexibility conditions in the module user interface, while the market conditions are read from
an attached excel file, which are located in the model folder with name "Summary of
constraints_Simple.xls", which is filled with market conditions that were evaluated in D7.2.
Users may modify the market conditions manually in the Excel file. The tool developed is
provided to the consortium partners for use.

4.1 Model inputs and outputs
1)

User Inputs: site flexibility conditions
• Flexibility Volume: the estimated flexible capacity the energy system on the site
can provide, in kW
• Activation Delay: the time delay when the energy system reacts to a DR signal, in
seconds.
• Maximum Dispatch Time: the maximum duration the energy system can hold a
certain level of flexibility (deviation of power from the baseline) when the such a
DR event is activated
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2)

Tool output
• Preliminary fulfilment of the market access conditions:
o Minimum Lot Size
o Activation Delay
o Minimum Dispatch time

As presented in Figure 11, check is made for each type of market and for each country. For
instance, a system, which provides 1 MW flexibility volume and is able to dispatch the volume
for 30 seconds with negligible activation delay, satisfies all the requirements of primary
balancing market in Belgium, but may not join the secondary balancing market in the same
country due to very low flexibility volume and very short dispatching time.

Figure 11: An example of market check results

The feedback of the tool among the project partners was generally positive, with some
improvements added to show whether aggregators are allowed or not in the shown countries
which are added in the current version already. The tools has been made available to all
project partners.

5 Testing of the market environment: A market simulation
prototype for access of building flexibilities to the DAM
and Intraday market
The purpose of this prototype is to show how different modules of the “toolbox” market
environment can be used together to do a flexibility-on-the-market study. The purpose of
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this exemplary study is to show how flexibility
can be valorised on a market by modifying the
baseload curves activating different assets.
The approach used is based on a macro-flexbox
model (representation of flexibility at
aggregated level of a block of buildings /
cluster manager level described and developed
in T2.5) with a two-point controller for energy
management concept and representation of
technological flexibility. Using the macroflexbox, the building block flexibility is
dispatched in time based on a selection of the
optimum moments on the price curves provided
to the model. Finally, the energy costs based
on the market prices are calculated.

Micro- vs. Macro-Flexbox Models
Flexbox refers to a simplified simulation model
of flexibility developed in the Sim4Blocks project
with the purpose to assess flexibility from
different demo sites and countries on different
markets. There exist two types of flexbox
models:
•
•

Micro-flexbox refers to representation
of flexibility at device or individual
household level
Macro-flexbox refers to the
representation of flexibility at more
aggregated levels (blocks of buildings,
district level)

In this context, a macro-flexbox is used.

Currently, the model does not take the real optimisation algorithms of the pilot sites into
account, but the flexibility potentials calculated through their maximum available
activation. This is reasonable as at this stage of the project, the optimising algorithms are
still being developed and there is not yet a clear consensus how a cluster manager will
dispatch its individual assets (different solutions and algorithms will most likely appear).
The activation of flexibility assumes a static activation of all of the available flexibilities
during the predefined activation time (1, 2 or 3h) in the current test case. For the moment,
one activation per day has been simulated as an example and the rebound effect (energy
recovery in the opposite direction after an activation) is assumed not to affect the next day.
We assume that flexibility is valorised directly on the wholesale market. This obviously
implies that there is no indirect costs (aggregator margins, network costs, taxes etc. are
considered). The purpose is however to test flexibility activations based on real / historical
market prices.
A detailed boundary condition needs to be analysed case by case and site by site, taking into
account the market access conditions from D7.2, a particular scheme of aggregator
interactions as described in T7.3/7.6.
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Figure 12: Diagram of a use case within the market environment

As presented in Figure 12 ， the testing model reads the characteristics of a group of
buildings, including the base load, characteristics of its flexibility behaviours. Such inputs
are generated from model “District demand response model” from T2.5 in the project. The
market price curves are taken from the sources shown in Chapter 3. The prototype of market
simulation is designed to test the access of building flexibility on the DAM or intraday
markets.
With the help of a macro-flexbox, a trace (one possible trajectory of the system with
flexibility activation) is created based on the baseline load (the reference load curve when
no flexibility is supposed to be activated), the flexibility potential of the buildings and
market signals. A market module is designed to send out market signal to initiate the DR
activation and compute the electricity cost of the generated trace on the market.

5.1 Macro-Flexbox: a model used for flexibility representation
A macro-flexbox model is used to represent the flexibility of electrical loads on the building
block or cluster manager level. It models DR activations and the rebound effect afterwards,
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in order to generate a trace (possible trajectory in form of a load curve) which can be
compared to the basic trace (base load or baseline).
The difference from the micro-flex box is that the macro-flexbox aggregates the flexibility
behavior of a group of individual flexibility assets, thus representing implicitly also a way of
energy management among the different individual flexibility assets.
The flexibility potential of a group of buildings in a macro-flexbox is an aggregation of all
flexibility providers on site. Each provider offers a unique flexible capacity, duration and
possible activation direction. Depending on the current working state, the flexibility
potential differ at each moment, thus, the flexible capacity ∆𝑡𝑡 and DR activation duration
𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 is designed as being dynamic, as seen in D2.5 Chapter “Flexibility aggregation”. The
delivered flexible energy shown in Figure 13 is calculated as:
[1]

𝐴𝐴 = ∆𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡

An example of aggregated flexible capacity curves and duration is presented in Figure 18.
Table 1: General Parameter of a macro-flexbox

Parameter
Response delay
Ramp-up time
Ramp down time
Flexible capacity
DR activation starting time
DR activation duration
Rebound Capacity
Rebound Duration
Rebound Delay after DR
Energy Losses / Gains

Symbol
𝜏𝜏
𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢
𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑
∆𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡
∆𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝜗𝜗

Data type
Static
Static
Static
Dynamic 1
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static

Example Value
30 sec
5 mins
5 mins
+100 kW
3 am
1 hour
-20 kW
5 hours
1 hour
2%

At a certain moment when a flexible capacity is activated, base load will be adapted with
the activation and the rebound afterwards. A macro-flexbox calculates the rebound effect
and generates a new trajectory of the electrical load for a time horizon of 24 hours with the
current assumption that rebound does not affect the next day.
In order to keep the modelling generic, rebound is designed as parameters of a macroflexbox. However, characteristics of rebound and flexibility activation have shown to be
correlated, which implies once values of flexible capacity and duration are given, values of
rebound capacity ∆𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 and rebound duration 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 have to be coupled. For example, for the
given case in section 5.5, we let:
and

𝐵𝐵 = ∆𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∗ 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐴𝐴 = 𝐵𝐵(1 + 𝜗𝜗)

[2]
[3]

This model of the rebound was fit to the given case and might vary depending on the
flexibility assets and number of them used.

1

Dynamic parameters are dependent on time or other variables
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Figure 13: scheme of a DR activation and its rebound effect based on a normalised base load

Figure 14 shows the implementation of the macro-flexbox module with system dynamics and
state-charts developed in the modelling software Anylogic. State-charts are used to model
the transition among system operation phases, which are the normal operation, demand
response, and rebound phases. A market signal activates the transition between normal
operation and DR phase, while within DR phase, activation delay 𝜏𝜏 and ramping time 𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢 , 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑
switch states of delay, ramping up, full flexible capacity and ramping down. The energy
stock stores the delivered flexible energy A by value of ∆𝑡𝑡 during DR phase and discharges
in form of rebound energy B by value of ∆𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 . The remaining energy in the stock after a
period equals the energy difference due to the effect of energy shifting through DR
activation.

Figure 14: Hybrid macro flexbox model using system dynamics and state-charts
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5.2 Market module

The market module reads the market price data, sends “optimal” activation signal to the
macro-flexbox and compute costs of a trace over the simulation period:
[4]

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = ∑𝑡𝑡(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 )

Currently, ideal pricing is used (from historical curves), assuming that there is no forecast
error.

5.3 Flexibility-Market interaction

A predefined DR activation duration is given by, for example, the cluster manager or
aggregator. However, due to the dynamic character of flexibility capacity that energy
systems can provide (in form of a time-series curve, seen in Figure 15 as an example), one
must decide when to start the DR activation and correspondingly how much flexibility to
activate. In this testing environment, a “best-hour”-based solution is implemented, to
provide a relatively optimal result. In further use cases, optimal interaction of flexibility
potential and electricity market is to be investigated.
We define the lowest price range over the chosen activation duration as the best hours in a
day. For instance in the Figure 16, one observes the “best hours” starting at 3am ending at
7am on 4th Jan with given 4 hours duration. The market module sends activation at 3am to
the macro-flexbox, while the testing environment determines that the average flexibility
capacity over the 4-hour duration as flexibility to be delivered.

Figure 15: Example of aggregated flexibility capacity over time
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Figure 16: Example of best hours on a DAM price curve

5.4 Case study

In this case study provided we test 100 buildings joining the day-ahead market for one winter
month. The DR action is assumed to increase the load for 2 hours in a day when the market
price is at the lowest.
The houses are equipped with heat pump + water tank storage system for supplying space
heating, boiler and water tank for domestic hot water, uncontrollable electrical load, and
battery + PV system. This system configuration, showing a cluster of buildings with DR, is
taken from a study done in the Reflex H2020 project, as a relatively large sample of buildings
(in this case there were 100 available) was necessary to build a macro-flexbox that provides
significant results. The model used in this study is an agent-based model in which flexibility
of an aggregated cluster is modelled in a bottom up fashion: each individual load is
represented with its working state and a physical model (micro-flexbox), which allows to
simulate and quantify the flexibility potential at individual asset and aggregate it up to the
cluster level.
For a description of the simulation of site characteristics including the base load and
flexibility potential we refer to the deliverable of T2.5.

5.4.1 Model inputs and intermedia calculations
1)

Base load
The base load curve resolution is a 15 minutes time step. The pattern of low demand in
the night and a load drop in the noon caused by PV generation can be clearly observed.
This pattern corresponds well with the day-ahead market price, seen in Figure 22.
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Figure 17: Base load of 100 simulated houses (15 min time steps on X axis)

2) Flexibility capacity and duration
Each individual flexibility asset has unique flexibility characteristics. For example, a heat
pump and water tank storage system, depending on its storage size, heat pump installed
power, current working state, provides a certain capacity and a corresponding duration. An
aggregation on the flexibility capacity and duration over the 100 houses was thus done. The
principle of flexibility aggregation is that the cluster manager assumes the duration of a DR
activation, for example, 2 hours of activation in a day, and the flexibility capacity offered
by a device will be activated only if it can last on this regulated load for at shortest the
assumed duration. One can expect that the flexibility capacity for one hour duration is bigger
than for 2 hour duration, which is proved by the Flexbox simulation model described in T2.5,
shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Flexibility capacity and duration of 100 houses

For the use case, inputs on flexibility potential are chosen as 2 hour DR activation duration
and correspondingly the flexibility capacity curve is computed over the assumed duration.
3) Energy loss during activation and rebound
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Electricity consumption in a winter month reaches 75 967.38 kWh with normal operation.
One activation for 2 hours every day in the night results in 77 456 kWh of electricity
consumption in total in the winter month. This means that 2% more energy is consumed due
to more frequent usage of energy storages in a DR activation.
4) Calculation on Rebound effect in macro-flexbox
The rebound effect happens after the DR activation finishes due to an energy recovery in
the opposite sense of the activation. However, the rebound capacity, rebound duration and
the time when the rebound happens had to be quantified. A number of runs of DR activation
(simulated in T2.5) over the 100 houses were therefore analyzed.
From Figure 19, similar rebound behavior is observed after DR activation for 1, 2 and 3 hours
in the midnight in a winter month. All 3 rebounds happen nearly 8 am in the day when the
base load starts to increase, the shape of the curve of the rebounds correlates to the base
load and lasts for around 7 hours. A similar behavior can be observed as well in Figure 20,
which presents the traces with 2 hours activation at 12am and 3am respectively.

Figure 19: DR activation for 1, 2 and 3 hours starting in the midnight

Figure 20: DR activation for 2 hours at 0:00 and 3:00
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Thus, for a 2 hour DR activation, a simplified quantification of rebound is assumed, in order
to easily integrate in the testing environment. For this case of 100 buildings with the given
setting we therefore assume that the rebound starts in the morning around 7 or 8 am when
the base load increases and the rebound capacity is proportional to the base load, modelled
as equation:
∆𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑡𝑡 = 𝜗𝜗 ∗ 𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡)

[5]

Where: P(t) is the power of base load at time t, and 𝜗𝜗 is the rebound factor, which in this
case reaches 50% to 60%.
The values are estimated after several observation of replicated runs with the 100 building
model on the aggregated flexibility of heat pumps, water boilers and batteries.
The rebound lasts until all the increased or decreased energy during activation gets
discharged or charged with the consideration of energy losses /gains due to the difference
in energy between the activation and the rebound.

Figure 21: An example of rebound quantification

5.4.2 Model input on the market information

A day-ahead market price of Germany in winter 2016 is taken for the considered case.

Figure 22: day-ahead market price in Germany 2016 in a winter week

5.4.3 Simulation Result
The DR event is activated for 2 hours when the market price is at its lowest daily price,
which in this case varies in the range of 4am to 6am as seen in the curve in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Load changed according to the market signal

For a one month simulation, we can observe that 7.8% cost on the day-ahead market is saved
compared to the baseline, although 2% more energy is consumed with DR activation.

Figure 24: Cumulated electricity cost of 100 buildings on a day-ahead market simulation for 1 month

6 Energy policies in the environment
As has already been mentioned earlier in this document and in other deliverables of
Sim4Blocks, there are already different markets available for trading of energy and power
facilitated by energy exchanges and frameworks at the national level. The barriers to
widespread usage of Demand Response (DR) is not only due to the lack of technical
applications/capabilities. The barriers, predominantly, are created by the weaknesses in the
economic incentives available and lack of proper laws and regulations at national and
international level towards utilisation of the untapped potential of DR.
Based on the feedback from the commercial partners and a study of the existing technical
framework available, (like the presence of devices which may be utilised for DR, and the
existing regulations on whether these devices can be utilised in a concerted manner to
provide DR), the modelling environment created as part of D3.5 will be utilised to assess the
current potential for DR. The potential of DR in the present market will be quantified within
D1.4 (Report on technology transferability to partner’s countries) and the shortcomings in
the current market will be identified. The quantification of the current potential will also
be make it easier to identify the potential that is “lost” or is untapped due to the limitations
of the existing market system.
Different scenarios whereby the cost of the installation and maintenance of new hardware
and the price thresholds which will make it attractive for end-users and also profitable as a
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business for new players can be assessed utilising the modelling environment created in D3.5.
These scenarios will be created following discussions with the commercial partners in the
project and the experts in the industry and the advisory board of the Sim4blocks project.
Scenarios such as the effect/attractiveness of the price of the hardware and software
purchase, installation and maintenance for building owners and tenants to play an active
role in the market; the effect of a profitable pricing scheme for a third party player and/or
existing players in the market to provide DR as a service; how the market might need to
pivot/shift or whether new markets need be created and analysis of the partition of the
income created from the markets, old and new, among the different actors in the DR market
will be studied in lieu of D7.5.
The study of these new scenarios and their utilisation on the modelling environment will
very likely, reveal, new business models and market strategies that can be applied to
maximise the application of DR for residential and commercial applications. The information
ascertained through the utilisation of the modelling environment and the market scenarios
will also be used to inform, drive and shape the policy and the regulations (at national and
EU level) such that Demand Response becomes viable and economically profitable, while
providing stability and flexibility to the existing grid.

7 Conclusion
Having provided an extensive overview of available market data for 5 different markets in
the 6 Sim4Blocks countries, an evaluation of the available market data data to represent
markets in further flexibility simulations was performed. We discussed that closer to physical
delivery market data is more difficult to obtain because the products are more complex and
a larger variety and differentiation between the countries exist. Uniform products like DAM
and IDM prices are usually centrally available at the correspondent exchanges.
We have further introduced a Market Check Tool that allows verifying market access
conditions for blocks of buildings to the different short term energy markets. In the last part
an exemplary simulation of aggregated flexibilities at cluster level was provided, showing
the consideration of market boundaries while dispatching flexibilities, providing a first use
case of the proposed market environment. The simulation shows the effect of flexibility
activation based on a market incentive, using a bottom-up approach (agent-based model) to
represent individual assets and aggregate them up to a level in which they can be managed
as a cluster. The simulation also takes into account important consequences such as the
rebound effect on market prices.

8 Acronyms and abbreviations
DAM
IDM
FCR
aFRR
mFRR
OTC
NEMO
ENTSO-E
DR

Day-Ahead-Market
Intraday Market
Frequency Containment Reserve
Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve
Manual Frequency Restoration Reserve
Over-The-Counter
Nominated Electricity Market Operator
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
Demand Response
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TSO
DSO
BRP

Transmission System Operator
Distribution System Operator
Balance Responsible Party
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